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Abstract 
 
Broadband access technology has significant influences in the telecommunication industry. 
Worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) is a broadband wireless 
technology which brings broadband experience to a wireless context. There are two different 
types of broadband wireless services. One is fixed wireless broadband which is similar to the 
traditional fixed line broadband access technology like DSL or cable modem but using 
wireless as a medium of transmission. Another type is broadband wireless known as mobile 
broadband which has additional functionality of portability, mobility and nomadicity. The 
IEEE 802.16 family WiMAX is designed to accommodate both fixed and mobile broadband 
application. WiMAX promises to solve the last mile problem which refers to the expense and 
time needed to connect individual homes and offices to trunk route for communications. 
WiMAX also offer higher peak data rates and greater flexibility than 3G networks and Wi-Fi.  
 
This thesis is provides the analysis of the broadband wireless access (BWA) technology with 
a focus on WiMAX and compare it with the other wireless technology like Wireless Fidelity 
(Wi-Fi) and third-generation (3G). 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 
1.1 Thesis Goal 
 
The goal of this thesis is to analyze the broadband wireless access (BWA) technology with a 
focus on WiMAX and compare it with the other wireless technology like Wireless Fidelity 
(Wi-Fi) and third-generation (3G). 
 

1.2 Background 
 
Broadband access technology has significant influences in the telecommunication industry. It 
is not only provides faster web surfing but also quicker file downloads, several multimedia 
applications and reliable voice communications. Today broadband users are restricted to 
digital subscriber line (DSL) technology, which provide broadband over twisted-pair wires 
and cable modem technology which delivers over coaxial cable. Both of these wire line 
infrastructures are highly expensive and time consuming to deploy compare to the wireless 
technology. Another way of getting broadband access is satellite service but it is costly and 
there is a half second delay between the data transmission and reception. Wireless technology 
has also clear advantage in rural areas and developing countries which lacks wire 
infrastructures for broadband services. Worldwide interoperability for microwave access 
(WiMAX) is a broadband wireless technology which brings broadband experience to a 
wireless context. There are two different types of broadband wireless services. One is fixed 
wireless broadband which is similar to the traditional fixed line broadband access technology 
like DSL or cable modem but using wireless as a medium of transmission. Another type is 
broadband wireless, also known as mobile broadband which has additional functionality of 
portability, mobility and nomadicity. The IEEE 802.16 family WiMAX is designed to 
accommodate both fixed and mobile broadband application. WiMAX promises to solve the 
last mile problem which refers to the expense and time needed to connect individual homes 
and offices to trunk route for communications. WiMAX also offer higher peak data rates and 
greater flexibility than 3G networks.  
 

1.3 Purpose 
 
Our aim of this thesis is to show, what technological advantages of WiMAX gives it greater 
system capacity, flexibility and ability to efficiently support more symmetric links compare to 
the other wireless networks.  
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Chapter 2 
 
WiMAX overview 
 
WiMAX is a next generation broadband wireless technology that offers high speed, last mile 
broadband services. It can also use as a cellular backhaul and Wi-Fi hotspots. In this chapter, 
we present the evolution of WiMAX and its features.  
 
2.1 History of WiMAX 
 
The history of WiMAX began several years ago to find suitable alternative of traditional wire-
line broadband technology that can serve wireless internet access and other broadband 
services and can easily deploy in rural and under developing areas where wired infrastructure 
was difficult to install and economically not suitable. The result of this finding is the creation 
of NII (National Information Infrastructure) bands of range 5-6 GHz and 30 GHz Local 
Multipoint Distribution Service (LMDS). LMDS promised to offer broadband Internet 
together with entertainment services that got the attention of the investors but unfortunately it 
failed to achieve its goal. After that IEEE takes initiatives and formed a committee, IEEE 
802.16 which is also known as IEEE WirelessMAN to identify how the technology should 
work. This committee explores LMDS and the licensed and unlicensed band of 2-66 GHz 
which provide the standard of fixed wireless broadband. After that it includes mobile 
broadband application with its fixed service. In June 2001, a private organization named 
WiMAX forum was established to coordinate the components and equipment development so 
that company equipment will compatible and interoperate. It also began certifying the 
products and in January 2006 it announced its first certified product for fixed application. In 
February 2006, WiMAX forum established its second lab in seol, southkorea to certify 
interoperability of WiMAX product. In 2007, Mobile WiMAX equipment which is based on 
IEEE802.16e got certificate and it is expected that in 2008, mobility and nomadicity 
supported advance WiMAX equipment will get certificate and WiMAX will spread widely. 
 

2.2 IEEE 802.16 Extensions 
 
The IEEE 802.16 group was formed in 1998 to develop the radio air interface for wireless 
broadband. The initial focus of this group was the development of a line of sight based point-
to multipoint wireless broadband system that will operate 10 to 66 GHz band. The first 
version of the 802.16 completed in December 2001 which is based on the single-carrier 
physical layer and the burst time division multiplexed (TDM) MAC layer. Due to the  
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technological advances, the IEEE 802.16 standards have seen many changes and adopted 
several extensions. The family of IEEE 802.16 standards offers enormous design flexibility, 
licensed and license-exempt frequency bands, QoS establishment, strong security 
measurements, low packet loss handovers and multicast support. 

 

2.2.1 IEEE 802.16 a  
 
The IEEE has developed 802.16a which is optimized for operation between frequencies from 
2 to 11 GHz. This lower range of frequencies can easily penetrate barriers and thus do not 
require a line of sight. It is also flexible in channel width choices where narrow channels like 
1.75 MHz allow it to be used where only small allocations are available. It is also includes 
mesh network modes of operation which extends basic 802.16’s transmission range by pass a 
single communication from one transceivers to other transceivers. This version attracts most 
commercial interest because its range covers a number of popular bands around the world. 
 

2.2.2 IEEE 802.16 b 
 
IEEE 802.16 b extension clarifies broadband wireless access metropolitan network functions 
and capabilities of the radio-air interface. License-exempt BWA metropolitan networks 
support multimedia services. It also increases the spectrum of 5 and 6 GHz frequency bands 
and provides quality of service which ensures priority transmission for real time voice and 
video. 
 

2.2.3 IEEE 802.16 c 
 
In January 2003 IEEE published the version 802.16c which aimed to develop the 10-66 GHz 
BWA system profiles to aid interoperability specification.  This version has been replaced by 
IEEE 802.16-2004 which recommends the coexistence of different FBWA system in both the 
10 to 66 GHz and 2 to 11 GHz bands. 802.16-2004 was very useful which guides the 
coexistence criteria, minimization of interference and recommends equipment design 
parameters and mitigation techniques to avoid case-by-case coordination. 
 

2.2.4 IEEE 802.16d 
 
IEEE 802.16d is based on 802.16a with some minor improvements. This extension supports 
both time division duplex (TDD) and frequency division duplex (FDD) transmission and also 
creates system profiles for conformance testing of 802.16a equipments. 
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2.2.5 IEEE 802.16 e 
 
This technology adds support for mobile subscriber stations. It would also support 
communication for the user who moved at vehicular speed for its technological advances of 
high speed signal handoffs. The IEEE 802.16e has some clear advantage over 802.16-2004. 
IEEE 802.16 e has multicast and broadcast service feature. It also enhances the techniques of 
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) and adaptive antenna system (AAS).  Its security 
feature also completely updated and introduce privacy sub layer. It has also introduced power 
save modes for mobility supporting MSs. 

2.2.6 IEEE 802.16f 
 
Improve the coverage area by using the mesh networking. Mesh networking has the ability to 
bypass obstacles and only a small amount of meshing can largely improve the coverage area 
of base station. 
 

2.2.7 IEEE 802.16 g 
 
This technology support mobility at higher layer and across backhaul. It’s not yet fixed 
whether OFDM or OFDMA will be the transmission technique. 
 

2.3 Features of WiMAX 
 
WiMAX is a revolutionary wireless technology that has a rich set of technological 
improvements compare to the other broadband access technology. The set of features of 
WiMAX are listed below: 
 

OFDM based physical layer: WiMAX is based on orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing that offers multipath resistance and allow NLOS communication. 
 

High data rate: WiMAX can support very high peak data rate which is as high as 74 
mbps. 
 

Quality of service: WiMAX MAC layer is responsible for QoS. WiMAX MAC layer 
support real time, non real time and best effort data traffic and its high data rate, sub 
channelization, and flexible scheduling improve the QoS. 
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Flexible architecture: WiMAX architecture is very flexible. It can support point to point 
and point to multipoint connection according to its requirements. It also supports IP-based 
architecture that is easily converge with other networks and takes advantage of application 
development from the existing IP based application. 
 

TDD and FDD support: WiMAX support both time division duplex and frequency 
division duplex which helps in spectrum management, transceiver design and low cost system 
development. 
 

Adaptive modulation and coding: Adaptive modulation and coding scheme can connect 
more users. It is a technique to maximize throughput and able to setup connection in a low 
signal strength and noisy environment. 
 

Mobility support: WiMAX offer optimized handover which support full mobility 
application such as voice over internet protocol (VOIP). It has also the power saving 
mechanism which increases the battery life of handheld devices. 
 

Scalability: WiMAX offer scalable network architecture that support user roaming in 
different networks. It also enhances the broadband access capability. 
 

Strong Security: WiMAX support extensible security feature for reliable data exchange. It 
use Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption for secure transmission and for data 
integrity, it use data authentication mechanism. 
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Chapter 3 
 
WiMAX technology 
 
IEEE 802.16 standard WiMAX shows some technological advantages over the other 
comparable technologies. It is not only transmits tens of megabits of data to many miles 
distances but also maintains effective quality of services and security. In this chapter, we 
describe the WiMAX technological features like how it’s physical and MAC layer was 
designed, how it serves in a greater coverage area, its quality of services and security. 
 

3.1 Protocol layers of WiMAX 
 
WiMAX/802.16 is based on the physical and data link layer of the OSI reference model 
where physical layer is single-carrier (PHY) layer and the data link layer is subdivided into 
logical link control (LLC) and the medium access control (MAC) sublayer. MAC layer is 
based on burst Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) layer and is again subdivided into 
Convergence sublayer (CS), Common part sublayer (CPS) and finally the security sublayer. 
 

Physical layer set up the connection between the communicating devices and is responsible 
for transmitting the bit sequence. It also defines the type of modulation and demodulation as 
well as transmission power. WiMAX 802.16 physical layer considers two types of 
transmission techniques OFDM and OFDMA. Both of these techniques have frequency band 
below 11 GHz and use TDD and FDD as its duplexing technology. 
 
MAC layer provides an interface between the physical layer and the upper layer. It takes 
packets from the upper layer and prepares it for the transmission over the air. It also maintains 
the scheduling and multiple access connection. The different sublayer of the MAC layer has 
performed different functions. The convergence sublayer (CS) takes higher layer protocol 
data unit (PDU) and process it. The common part sublayer (CPS) is responsible for 
connection setup, bandwidth allotment and the connection maintenance. The security sublayer 
of the MAC layer provides authentication, encryption and the integrity of the data. 
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WiMAX deal 
with this two 
layer 
 

Figure 3.1- OSI reference model where WiMAX defined only first two layer 

Figure 3.1 shows the OSI seven layer model where WiMAX particularly deals with the 
Physical and the MAC portion of the Data link layer since it is a connection oriented 
technology.                                                                                                                                             
.

3.2 WiMAX physical layer 
 
WiMAX physical layer is based on the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). 
OFDM is a good choice of high speed data transmission, multimedia communication and 
digital video services. It even can maintain very fast data rate in a non line of sight condition 
and multipath environment. In the following subsection we provide a detailed description of 
the OFDM. 
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3.2.1 OFDM basics 
 
OFDM is a multicarrier modulation technique that can support high rate data transmission. It 
can effectively handle Intersymbol Interference (ISI). OFDM is based on Frequency Division  
Multiplexing (FDM) but it improves some of the aspects of FDM. FDM uses guard band to 
reduce the interference between the different frequencies. This guard band waste lots of 
bandwidth and hence this technology is not spectrum efficient. OFDM has no guard bands but 
still can reduce the interference because of its orthogonal modulation techniques. So this is 
both spectrums efficient and cost effective. OFDM is mitigating the multipath effect by 
converting the serial data into multiple parallel data by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
and inverse FFT. 

3.2.2 OFDM data transmission 
 
OFDM follows multicarrier modulation while transmitting the data. The idea of multicarrier 
modulation is that the high rate data bit is splitting into several low rate data bit and send each 
of this substreams into several parallel subschannel which is also known as OFDM subcarriers 
or subcarriers. This subchannel or subcarrier is orthogonal to each other and the bandwidth of 
each subcarrier is much less than the total bandwidth. The advantage of subchannelization is 
that the symbol time TS of each subchannel is higher than the channel delay spread ς which is 
effectively reduce the Intersymbol Interference. 
 

Data Symbols                                                Frequency Spectrum 
 
SC  
(Single Carrier)                              
 ------ 
 

Time                            Frequency 
 

Data Symbols Frequency Spectrum 
 N orthogonal subcarrier 
 
OFDM    

 

Time                                                       Frequency 
 Figure 3.2- Single carrier and multicarrier frequency representation 
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In this figure we observe that OFDM has smaller frequency bandwidth with longer time 
period which is effectively resist the multipath propagation and this property and orthogonal 
carrier is useful for achieving better spectral efficiency. 

3.2.3 Time and Frequency domain OFDM 
 
Before transmitting the signal, a cyclic prefix (CP) is added to the beginning of the signal. 
Adding cyclic prefix is important in OFDM signal as it maintain frequency orthogonality and 
eliminates the delay spread caused by multipath. 
 

Data   
 

Ts                  Ta                                     Cyclic prefix        OFDM symbol           Guard  
 Tb                                                                                                       Time 
Figure 3.3- Cyclic prefix in Time domain                        Figure 3.4- Cyclic prefix in Frequency Domain 
 

Subchannel is created by the group of subcarriers and in frequency domain modulated 
symbols are mapped onto this subchannel. There are four types of subcarriers in OFDM 
where only data subcarrier carries the useful data. The other types of subcarriers are pilot 
subcarrier, null subcarrier and the direct current subcarrier. 
 

Pilot Subcarrier Data Subcarrier 
 

-----------   
 

Guard Subcarrier                                DC Subcarrier    Guard 
 Subcarrier 
 

Figure 3.5- OFDM symbol representation in Frequency domain 
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Figure 3.5 shows the WiMAX OFDM subcarrier. It has eight pilot subcarriers which are used 
for synchronization and channel estimation. In the guard subcarrier there is no transmission 
occurs. This guard band separates the different frequency. The DC or Direct Current 
subcarrier is a null subcarrier whose frequency is zero if Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) signal 
is not modulated or the same as Radio Frequency (RF) centre frequency. It is also null for 
simplifying Analogue-to-Digital (AD) and Digital-to-Analogue (DA) converter operation. 

3.2.4 OFDM parameters 
 
There are two versions of WiMAX, Fixed WiMAX and mobile WiMAX. OFDM physical 
layer implementation of WiMAX is different for fixed and mobile WiMAX. In fixed 
WiMAX, First Fourier Transform (FFT) size is fixed which is 256 and in mobile WiMAX, 
which uses resizable OFDMA based physical layer where the FFT size can takes value 
between 128 bits to 2048 bits. The multiplexing scheme of OFDMA is closely related to 
OFDM. OFDM divide single high bit rate data stream into several low bit rate parallel 
substream and modulated the data by using Inverse Fast Fourier Transform. OFDMA also do 
like that with little difference. In OFDMA several users’ data is multiplexed onto downlink 
subchannel and uplink multiple accesses are provided by uplink subchannel. 
 
Fixed WiMAX (OFDM-PHY): Fixed WiMAX is based on IEEE 802.16-2004. Here FFT 
size is fixed which is 256 where 192 is data subcarrier which carry useful data, 8 pilot 
subcarrier for synchronization and channel estimation purposes and 56 Null or guard band sub 
carrier. In fixed WiMAX, channel bandwidth is 3.5 MHz but the channel bandwidth is varies 
when subcarrier spacing is varies. Subcarrier spacing increases at higher bandwidth which 
also decreases the symbol time. Decreasing symbol time increase the delay spread and for 
overcoming this effect a large fraction of guard time needs to be allocated. 
 
Mobile WiMAX (OFDMA-PHY): Mobile WiMAX is based on IEEE 802.16e which can use 
variable bandwidth. In Mobile WiMAX FFT size can varies between 128 and 2048 and we 
have to adjust the FFT size for keeping the subcarrier spacing 10.94 KHz. The advantage of 
keeping subcarrier spacing 10.94 KHz is that it satisfies Doppler spread and delay spread 
requirements for fixed and mobile WiMAX operation. 10.94 KHz FFT size indicates when 
the channel bandwidth is 1.25 MHz the FFT size should be 128. When it is 5 MHz, 10 MHz 
and 20 MHz the FFT size should be 512, 1024 and 2048 respectively.  
 
The useful symbol time of OFDMA PHY is 91.4 µs and the symbol duration is 102.9 µs. 
Mobile WiMAX try to solve the interoperability issues but since it needs licensed frequency 
and the operating frequency of mobile WiMAX and the regulation of frequency allocation 
varies country to country, so the WiMAX Forum still trying to bring it in common 
framework. 
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3.2.5 OFDM subchannelization 
 
Subchannelization indicates several groups of subcarriers or subchannels which is allocated to 
different users based on the channel conditions and the data requirements. Subchannelization 
focuses transmit power towards a smaller group of subcarrier which eventually increase the 
system gain and extend the coverage area of the system. It also consumpt less power and 
overwhelm the signal losses when the signal penetrate the buildings and also provides 
advantage of better bandwidth management. 
 
Fixed WiMAX permits subchannelization in the uplink only. Out of 16 standard subchannel, 
transmission can happen 1, 2, 4, 8 or all sets subchannel to the subscriber station (SS). SS 
maintains the transmitted power level. When the allotted subchannel for the uplink user 
decreases, it also decreases the transmitted power level. Increasing the number of subchannel 
also proportionally increase the entire transmitted power level. Transmitted power level 
should always be below the maximum level. In uplink subchannelization, subscriber station 
transmits only a fraction of bandwidth usually below 1/16 which increases the range 
performance and enhances the battery life of the subscriber station. 
 
Mobile WiMAX permits subchannelization in both uplink and downlink. Here base station 
controls the frequency allocation and different users get different subchannels by using 
multiple access mechanism. Distributed subcarrier also formed subchannel which is especially 
useful for mobile applications. 
 

3.2.6 OFDM multiple-access strategies 
 
OFDM multiple-access strategies provide noninterfering orthogonal communication channels. 
Usually Frequency division multiple access (FDMA), Time division multiple access (TDMA) 
and code division multiple access (CDMA) handle multiple users by dividing the available 
size. In FDMA, each user gets unique carrier frequency. In TDMA, user can send and receive 
data in a unique time slot. In orthogonal CDMA each user can share both bandwidth and time 
slots with other users but each user is separated by unique orthogonal code. So in this 
technique if there are for example five users, there would be five frequency slots in FDMA. In 
TDMA, individual user can use all five frequency slots but only one fifth of the time and in 
CDMA, each user can use all five frequency slot in all the time but use only a unique 
orthogonal code out of the five codes. The reason for this separation is to eliminate the 
interference among the individual user. 
 

OFDMA achieved most of the best features of the multiple access techniques. 
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3.2.7 OFDM advantage and disadvantage 
 
OFDM offers various advantages compare to the other high speed transmission techniques.  
 
The advantages are follows: 

- OFDM effectively can lessen the computation complexity 
- When the delay spread of OFDM system exceeds its maximum limit, it can degrades if 

performance gracefully and it is convenient for modulation and coding 
- It is spectrally efficient and can effectively reduce the narrowband interference 
- OFDM is robust in multipath environment  
- OFDM system can easily estimates the proper channel for data transmission. 

 
The disadvantages of OFDM techniques are: 
 

- It is highly sensitive to inter channel interference 
- High peak to average ratio OFDM signal causes the clipping distortion. 
- OFDM is very sensitive to phase noise and frequency 

 

3.2.8 WiMAX modulation technology 
 
Modulation is a process where carrier wave carries the digital signal or message. There are 
three basic types of modulation, Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying 
(FSK) and Phase Shift Keying (PSK). WiMAX technology combined ASK and PSK and 
formed Quardrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) where both the amplitude and phase are 
changed.  
 
Depending on the weather condition, interference of the signal and the client distance, base 
station dynamically allocate the modulation scheme which makes WiMAX service profitable  
Because in this case service provider able to serve in a particular area, according to the need 
of the user. 
 
WiMAX supports adaptive modulation and coding which can increase the system capacity 
and range when necessary. Higher order modulation such as 64 QAM has higher throughput 
but lower range. On the other hand lower order modulation like 16 QAM has lower 
throughput but higher range from the same base station. 
 
Adaptive Modulation 
 
Depending on the channel condition, Adaptive modulation permits the wireless system to 
select the highest-order modulation. WiMAX use both QPSK and QAM as modulation 
techniques. QPSK, 16 QAM and 64 QAM is compulsory in downlink for both mobile and 
fixed WiMAX whereas 64 QAM is optional in uplink. When use 64 QAM is optional in  
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uplink. When use 64 QAM as a modulation technique, we have to take care of the signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) to eliminate the interference. Adaptive modulation is useful to eliminate 
fading and other interference, optimize throughput while maintaining also the long distance. 
 

3.3 WiMAX MAC layer 
 

WiMAX MAC layer set an interface between the physical layer and the higher transport layer. 
It takes MAC Service Data Units (MSDUs) packets from the higher layer and prepares it for 
transmission over the air. 
 

MAC 
 

Figure 3.6- WiMAX MAC layer 
 
MAC layer comprise of three sublayer: service-specific convergence sublayer (SSCS), MAC 
common part sublayer (MAC cps) and the security sublayer. SSCS takes data from the upper 
layer entities such as routers and bridges. MAC cps is responsible for bandwidth management  
and QoS compulsion and the security sublayer maintains security and privacy upon the 
wireless network. 
 

3.3.1 MAC layer details 
 
IEEE 802.16 standard describes two ways to share the wireless medium. One is point to 
multipoint (PMP) mode and the other is mesh. In PMP mode, base station (BS) broadcast the 
signal for the set of SSs (Subscriber stations) within the antenna sector coverage area. Signal 
broadcasting from the SSs are directed to and arrange in proper order by the BS. In the mesh  

 Service Specific convergence 
 sublayer 

MAC common part sublayer 

Security Sublayer 
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mode, traffic can be routed through the other subscriber station. In PMP mode, uplink and 
downlink data transmission takes place in a separate time frame. In downlink (DL) subframe,  
 
BS broadcast burst amount of MAC PDU’s to all SSs. All the subscriber station listens to the 
data transmission by the BS but process MAC PDUs only if the BSs refer to it.  
 
On the other hand, In UL subframe, SS sends burst amount of MAC PDU’s to the BS in a 
TDMA fashion. Both UL and DL can be duplex by the techniques frequency division duplex 
(FDD) where both can occur simultaneously in different frequency and time division duplex 
(TDD) where both UL and DL share the same frequency but occur in different time. 
Subscriber station can be full duplex or half duplex. 
 
WiMAX mesh increases the range as well as bandwidth. It also supports both distributed 
scheduling and centralized scheduling. In centralized scheduling mesh subscriber station 
transmit resource request to the mesh base station and the BS determines how much resource 
the BS should be granted for every link and communication 
 
To support variety of services like mesh mode, OFDM support, providing network access, 
addressing efficient use of spectrum, maintaining QoS and security, 802.16 MAC need to 
accommodate bursty and continuous traffic. 802.16 MAC also supports various kinds of 
backhaul requirements. 
 

3.3.1.1 Service-Specific Convergence sublayer 
 
Service specific convergence sublayer (CS) is the top layer of the MAC layer. IEEE 802.16 
defines two types of service specific convergence sublayer for the mapping function of MAC 
connection. One is ATM convergence sublayer and the other one is packet convergence 
sublayer. ATM convergence sublayer is a logical interface that is responsible for ATM 
services. It accepts ATM cells from ATM layer and after doing classification, it sends CS 
PDUs to the MAC SAP. Packet convergence sublayer transport packet based protocol and 
performs mapping of packet services such as the internet protocol IP, IPv4, IPv6, IEEE 
standard 802.3 ethernet, virtual local area network (VLAN) and the point to point protocol 
(PPP). Service specific convergence sublayer mainly classifies SDUs for the proper MAC 
connection. It also enables QoS and bandwidth allocation. Depending on the sort of service, 
CS determines the mapping. It also performs payload header suppression for enhancing link 
efficiency.  

3.3.1.2 Common Part Sublayer 
 
Common part sublayer is responsible for connection establishment and maintenance, system 
access and proper bandwidth management. WiMAX MAC layer is connection oriented. It is 
designed for point to multipoint connection. On the downlink, several subscriber stations 
multiplexed to the base station. On the other hand, in the uplink, subscriber station shared 
different channel form the base station in a TDMA fashion. Its connection oriented  
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architecture provides a mechanism for routing data to the proper convergence sublayer. It is 
also enables requesting bandwidth and maintaining QoS. 

3.3.2 MAC PDU 
 
MAC PDU is the payload unit which consists of a constant length MAC header, cyclic 
redundancy check and the variable length payload. MAC and PHY layer handles the MAC 
PDU. To ensure better management of physical resources, multiple MAC PDU intended to 
similar receivers is to be connected and transmitted over a single carrier. 
 

Figure 3.7- Various MAC PDU frames [5] 
 

Figure 3.7 shows the different MAC PDU frames. Here we see that each MAC frame begin 
with Generic MAC header (GMH). GMH include connection identifier (CID), CRC 
identifying bits, frame length and the encryption key if the frame is encrypted. MAC payload 
could be Management message or the transport message. Transport message is identified by 
the other sub header (SH) like fragmentation or packing sub header which is right to the 
GMH. MAC PDU frame also contains Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) for retransmission 
of missing fragments.  
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There are two types of MAC PDU. 
 

1. Generic MAC PDU 
2. Bandwidth request PDU 

 
The task of Generic MAC PDU is to carry data and signaling messages of MAC layer. 
 
Mobile station uses bandwidth request PDU to inform the base station that upper link needs 
more bandwidth when it is necessary to transmit pending data. 
 
Figure 3.8 shows the structure of Generic and Bandwidth request header and the table gives 
the information of the different elements of the header. 
 

Figure 3.8- Generic (a) and Bandwidth request header (b) [6] 
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Table 3.1 Generic MAC PDU fields [7] 

Table 3.2 Bandwidth request header fields [7] 

WiMAX MAC also contains five sub headers: 
 
Fragmentation sub header: 

- Contains the information of different fragment of SDU. 
 
Packing sub header: 

- Packing sub header points out that multiple PDU is packed into a single PDU. 
 

Mesh Sub header: 
- Mesh sub header is used at the time of mesh networking. 
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Grant management sub header: 
- MS uses it for the proper bandwidth management. It is also use by the SS to the BS for 

the initial bandwidth request and additional bandwidth if necessary. 
 

Fast feedback allocation sub header: 
- It provides feedback to the MIMO and no MIMO application about the channel 

condition.  
 

3.3.3 WiMAX PDU transmission technique 
 
Sliding window technique is followed by the WiMAX MAC for sending a particular number 
of MAC SDU blocks without receiving the acknowledgement. If the receiver receives the 
transmitted blocks, it sends the acknowledgement to the transmitter otherwise it sends the 
negative acknowledgement. Automatic repeat request deals with the lost segments and 
retransmit the blocks again. If the receiver receives the retransmitted blocks, it sends the 
positive acknowledgement and the transmitter moves the sliding window forward and in the 
similar way, all of the MAC SDU blocks are transmit. 
 

3.3.4 MAC layer features 
 
MAC layer is designed to support burst amount of data traffic including voice and streaming 
video with high peak rate. MAC scheduler varies from one time slot to another and travels 
through the entire frame. It can also change the resource allocation which supports the bursty 
nature of data. Since wireless is a shared medium, WiMAX 802.16a uses TDMA techniques 
for the intelligent scheduling which supports voice and video services together with high 
speed data. The following figure shows the features of the 802.16 a MAC. 
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Figure 3.9   WiMAX MAC features. [11] 
 
Figure 3.9 shows the features of WiMAX MAC layer and its benefits. It offers both broadcast 
and multicast support. Its Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) protects the user privacy 
and maintains the MAC layer security. The sophisticated design of WiMAX MAC layer like 
its capability of fragmentation, packing and header suppression increases the spectral 
efficiency. It has also the fast handover mechanism. Moreover WiMAX MAC layer achieve 
strong QoS with service flow. Furthermore it is ideal for power and mobility management.  
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3.4 WiMAX Architecture and other technical facts 
WiMAX is the next generation broadband wireless technology which not only offers the 
greater flexibility but also covers longer distances. Its technological advances significantly 
reduce the service cost compare to the other broadband technology like DSL, ultra wideband 
(UWB) family of standards and Wi-Fi. This subsection describes the architecture of WiMAX 
and its technical features. 

3.4.1 Design of WiMAX 
 
WiMAX is designed to support high speed broadband services. Usually it has two parts: 

1. WiMAX base station 
2. WiMAX receiver 

 
WiMAX base station: 

WiMAX base station is similar to a cellular network base station which consists of a WiMAX 
tower and indoor electronics. Base station performs the MAC and PHY features. It also 
handles the signaling and user scheduling. It is also responsible for uplink and downlink 
bandwidth management on a real time basis and frequency reuse. Following figure shows the 
WiMAX tower and indoor electronics. 
 

Figure 3.10-  WiMAX tower [12] Figure 3.11- Indoor Electronics [13] 
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WiMAX receiver:  WiMAX receiver could be a WiMAX enabled computer, PCMCIA 
card, WiMAX modem, mobile internet devices or a standalone box. It works like a Wi-Fi 
network but in a broader coverage area. 
 

Figure 3.12-  WiMAX receiver [10] 
 
Usually several base stations are connected with one another by using a high speed 
microwave link which is referred to a backhaul. This allows roaming between different base 
stations similar to the roaming in cellular networks. Backhaul also refer to the connection 
between core network and the WiMAX system. 
 

3.4.2 Mechanism of WiMAX technology 
 
WiMAX uses fiber optic cable or microwave link to connect high speed point to point link. 
Point to multipoint connectivity is uses in mesh network but usually it uses point to point 
antennas to connect different base stations and customer premises sites across a long distance. 
Base station can serve the customer premise equipment using a point to multipoint 
connectivity which could be either line of sight (LOS) or non line of sight (NLOS). Fig. 3.13 
shows the point to multipoint non line of sight connectivity between base station and business 
or residential subscriber. 
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Figure 3.13-  WiMAX connectivity [14] 
 
Depending on the frequency range WiMAX can provide two types of Wireless services, Line 
of sight (LOS) and Non line of sight (NLOS). 
 
Line of Sight (LOS): LOS operates in higher frequencies between 10-66 GHz. This 
frequency range is called millimeter bands. Since line of sight uses higher frequencies, it can 
provide higher bandwidth with less interference. It’s coverage area also huge. Theoretically it 
is 30 mile radius. For LOS there should be direct contact between the WiMAX tower and the 
dish antenna from the customer sight which could be placed in the rooftop or a pole. In this 
way subscriber can get great data capacity. 
 
Non Line of Sight (NLOS): NLOS uses lower frequencies between 2 GHz to 11 GHz. 
This lower frequency range is called centimeter band. The advantage of these lower 
frequencies is, it can bend or diffract around obstacles. This advantage helps the multipoint 
communication, so more customers can get the services from a single tower which reduces the 
service cost also. In this way WiMAX enabled computers can get full speed internet services 
within the coverage area but the coverage is lower than the line of sight communication. 
Usually it is 4 to 6 mi radius which is similar to a cell phone coverage area. 
 

3.4.3 WiMAX mobility management 
 
IEEE 802.16e clearly defined the mobility techniques in WiMAX network or handoff. 
Handoff means a mobile station (MS) can maintain continuous connectivity if it travels from 
a coverage area of one base station to the coverage area of another base station. Three types of  
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handoffs are defined by the IEEE 802.16e, Hard handoff (HHO), Macro Diversity Handoff 
(MDHO) and Fast Base Station Switching (FBSS). Out of these three handoff types, HHO is 
mandatory and the other two are optional. 
 
Hard Handoff (HHO): In HHO mobile station maintaining the communication with a 
single BS at any given time. So depending on the signal strength, MS breaks the 
communication with lower signal strength BS and establish the connection with the higher 
signal strength BS during its travel between different BS. 
 

Figure 3.14-  WiMAX hard handoff [15] 
 
Figure 3.14 shows the hard handoff mechanism of WiMAX where subscriber station 
connected with one base station. During the movement, if it gets the stronger signal from the 
other base station, it will first break the connection with the currently connected base station 
and will connect with the new base station. 
 
Macro Diversity Handover: MDHO is similar to a soft handover in nature where within a 
diversity set, MS maintains communication with multiple BS. A set of BS which are treated 
as diversity set are responsible for handoff procedure. In case of downlink within MDHO, a 
mobile station receives data from several base stations; as a result diversity could be 
combined within the mobile station. In uplink, MS transmits signal to several BS. The 
Selection diversity process takes place in these BS’s.  Neighboring BS are those which 
communicates with the MS and other base station with weaker signal. 
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Figure 3.15- Macro Diversity Handover [16] 
 
Fast Base Station Switching: In FBSS, mobile station monitors all BS and selects one BS 
as an Anchor BS where it registered and passing all the uplink and downlink data. 
Synchronization and monitoring control information also performing through this base 
station. 
 

Figure 3.16- First Base Station Switching [16] 
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3.4.4 Power control and management in WiMAX 
 
Power control is important for system efficiency and successful communication, so it should 
be manage properly. Power control algorithm is implemented in the base station which 
regulates the power level of all subscriber station for increasing the system performance, 
reducing the power consumption and minimizes the interference with other BS. Power control 
algorithm follows different approach for LOS and NLOS communication. For LOS 
communication power control depends on the distance between the WiMAX tower and the 
customer premise equipment and for NLOS it depends on the obstacles. For fading 
environment, CPE should be send adequate amount of power to maintain the effective 
communication. Power control also depends on the modulation method, channel condition 
and propagation attribute. Modulation method BPSK is use for serving long distance 
subscriber station. This scheme takes higher power but data efficiency is less. On the other 
hand, 64 QAM is best for providing greater quality data but it usually served the closest 
subscriber station. 
WiMAX follows two types of power saving method: 

1. Sleep mode 
2. Idle mode 

 
Sleep mode: In sleep mode, MS breaks its connection with the BS for a particular amount 
of time. This time is selected by the MS by negotiating with the BS. In this sleep time mobile 
station maintains a listen window for restoring its connection. During sleep time MS can 
minimize its power consumption as well as radio resource of BS. In this time period, it can 
also looks for the handoff information from the other BS. 
 

Idle mode: In idle mode, mobile station turns of completely which saves greater power than 
the sleep mode. In this mode MS don’t need to register itself to the BS, but still it receives 
downlink data transmission. Several base station forms the phase group and before going to 
the idle mode, BS assigns the MS to a particular phase group. MS awake from time to time to 
see at which phase group it resides. If it goes to a new phage group, it updates the other phase 
group in the network about its current location. So if and downlink data comes in the idle 
mode, it goes to its current phage group. Since in idle mode MS does not maintain any active 
connection to the BS, so it don’t need to handoff and it can save the PHY and MAC layer 
resources also. 
 

3.4.5 WiMAX smart antenna mechanism 
 
Smart antenna technologies are used to intensify the spectral density and raise the signal to 
noise ratio (SNR). Due to multiple antennas, this technology must perform complex matrix 
operation. OFDMA based WiMAX system is very suitable for smart antenna technology. The 
types of supported smart antenna technologies are: 
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Simple diversity antennas: It is used to identify the signal power of several antennas which are 
attached together and the resulted antenna is switched to the receiver. 
 
Beam forming antenna: In this process the surrounding area of base station are partitioned 
into several sectors which contributes frequency reuse throughout the sectors. At the same 
time it helps to cover more area and improve the system capacity. 
 
Beam steering antennas: By arranging several antennas on a particular direction, Beam 
steering antennas helps to achieve high signal gain. 
 
Spatial diversity antenna: Here transmitter sends multiple signals throughout the multiple 
antennas and the receiver also has multiple antennas which separate the incoming signals. 
This phenomenon increases the throughput. 

 

3.4.6 Spectrum Management in WiMAX 
 
WiMAX MAC is designed for effective spectrum use which allows spectrum reuse for better 
performance. Since radio spectrum is uses by different systems like Radio, TV, cellular 
networks, radar systems, military equipment, some household items and others, so for 
maintaining interference free environment it should be regulate properly. 
 

3.4.6.1 Spectrum regulation 
 

Different radio system uses different band of frequency for its operation. Since 
spectrum is a scarce resource, national regulations have performed around the globe and give 
license to the operator for use a particular band of frequency. License frequency usually uses 
higher power and cover the longer distances. It also limiting the interference or provide the 
services without interference or provide the services without interference. For example, 
different mobile operator uses different band of frequency, so that they do not collide with 
each other and subscriber can receive interference free signal. 
 

Spectrum regulators define also unlicensed band of frequencies for some particular radio 
uses like Bluetooth, micro-oven or cordless phone. Usually these radio equipments uses low 
power where users can manage mutual interference or interference does not cause serious 
problem. 
 

3.4.6.2 Spectrum influence in WiMAX network 
 

The best advantage of WiMAX system is that, it can operate in both license and license 
free frequency bands which helps for global deployment of WiMAX and have certain 
advantages over the wired network. It’s another advantage is flexible radio frequency (RF)  
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Channel bandwidth which increases the capacity of the WiMAX network by reusing the 
frequency. WiMAX standard 802.16-2004 also support channel quality measurement which 
effectively manages the spectrum uses. So one RF channel can support thousands of 
subscribers and it can handle the subscriber growth by reallocating the frequency by sectoring 
the coverage area. 

 

3.4.6.3 WiMAX license spectrum 
 
Most of the country around the world uses 2.5 GHz band as a license frequency band for 
WiMAX application. Since allocation of spectrum is varies among country to country, so 
spectrum allocation can varies between 2.6 to 4.2 GHz. To deploy license spectrum, WiMAX 
service provider must procure spectrum from regulatory authority which could be a lengthy 
and awkward process and auctioning spectrum delivery process raises the price and it could 
be billions of dollars. 
 
Advantages of license spectrum 
 
License spectrum has many advantages over unlicensed band. It can effectively deliver point-
to-multipoint spectrum to large number of users. It has strong bandwidth capacity. Low range 
of license frequency band 2.5 GHz and 3.5 GHz can easily penetrate the obstacles which is 
effective for NLOS communication. It is also good for interference free services and better 
QoS. 
 

3.4.6.4 WiMAX unlicensed spectrum 
 

The globally available unlicensed spectrum is 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical 
band (ISM). Another license-exempt spectrum uses most of the country is the 5 GHz band. 
Around 300 MHz is available between 5.15 and 5.85 GHz band for license exempt services. 
Lots of services uses license free spectrum could have interference and affect important 
government communication like radar system. So unlicensed spectrum should be maintains 
properly to minimize the interference level. 
 
Advantages of unlicensed spectrum 

 
Unlicensed spectrum is better for lower cost network deployment in rural areas, developing 
countries, emerging markets and developed countries with underdeveloped areas. It is also 
good for quickly deployed the services rather that wasting time for the license permit. In this 
case service provider can provide the services by controlling the output power adequately. It 
can be use in a point to point (P-P) communication in a small population area or a point-to-
multipoint (P-MP) communication in a rural areas or a place like college campus, large 
enterprise where interference can be controlled. 
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3.4.7 WiMAX network topology 
 

WiMAX deals with both point-to-point (P-P) and point-to-multipoint (P-MP) networks. P-
P networks can easily deploy and it can provide high speed data with minimum interference. 
It can provide last mile solution. This P-P network usually takes less operating and 
maintenance cost and can provide direct services to the end users. On the other hand P-MP 
network can provide services to hundreds of subscribers within a single radio environment. 
Here by using multiplexing and queuing method, many subscribers uses the single radio 
channel for its communication.  
 

Figure 3.17  WiMAX network topology [17] 
 
Figure 3.17 shows the network topology of WiMAX where two WiMAX base stations are 
connected with point-to-point microwave link. Base station is usually connected with the core 
network by fiber optic cable. WiMAX subscriber station could be mounted on the rooftop of 
the customer premises equipment which can establish high speed line of sight connection with 
the base station or the base station could provide point to multipoint link which is cost 
effective and work even in obstructed environment. 
 

3.4.7.1 WiMAX network reference model (BRM) 
 

NRM is the logical representation of the WiMAX network. For achieving interoperability, 
it indicates the reference point between the functional entities. NRM consist of three logical  
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parts of end to end system. Mobile Station (MS), Access Service Network (ASN) and 
Connectivity Service Network (CSN). 
 
Mobile Station: Subscriber station uses by MS for accessing the network. 
 
Access Service Network: It uses by the network access provider (NAP) for radio access 
network. Usually one or more ASN and one or more base station create this network. ASN is 
use for handover, mobility management, QoS and management of radio resources.  
 

Connectivity service network (CSN): It uses by the network service provider (NSP) for 
internet connectivity, management of IP addresses, authentication, authorization and roaming 
among the access serving network. 
 

Figure 3.18- Betwork reference model [18] 
 
Figure 3.18 shows the NRM with its three segments. User is belongs to the Home NSP. BS is 
implementing the interfaces to the MS. It also performs service flow management, traffic 
classification, scheduling and tunneling protocol to the direction of ASN-GW. Moreover it 
passes authentication message between the ASN-GW and the MS. ASN gateway is connected 
with the CSN through the IP cloud. Paging and location management is the main functionality 
of ASN gateway. It also performs mobility management, admission control and routing to 
chosen CSNs. CSN performs several functions. Its authentication, authorization and  
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accounting (AAA) server authenticate and authorize the users and devices. It also provides 
DHCP proxy functionality. 
 

3.4.7.2 WiMAX mesh network 
 

WiMAX mesh network is a wireless data network where several access point (AP) or node 
is logically connected to provide economical, reliable and efficient data transmission between 
the source and destination. This access point or node which is spread throughout a large 
geographical area not only work as a transceiver but also work as a router which can 
intelligently define the destination path. Each AP or node sends low power signal to its 
adjacent node which then transmit the signal to the next node and by this way signal reaches 
the destination node. This process not only provides the signal transmission but also can 
extend the range of the network. Mesh networks follows demand based connection 
establishment and if the connection failed between two nodes, the remaining nodes can 
reconfigure its routing table and choose alternative path to transmit the data. 
 

Figure 3.19 WiMAX Mesh networks architecture [19] 
 
Figure 3.19 shows the mesh network architecture where static users or nodes can carry traffic 
for the other users of the network. Here AP is connected to the Wireless Terminals (WT) 
which depends on the Point of Presence (POP) for sending data over the internet. POP works 
as a base station and have direct connection to the internet. Mesh network can reduce the 
running cost of hot spots because only one POP is use for the whole network. 
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Types of Mesh 
 
Mesh networks are categorized into two types, full mesh and partial mesh. In full mesh 
network every node has a circuit which ensures direct or indirect connection to all other node 
of the network. This type of network achieving higher redundancy by sacrificing cost. On the 
other hand only few node works as a full mesh order in a partial mesh network.  Other nodes 
are to one or two remaining nodes of the network. This network is cost efficient but provides 
less redundancy. 
 

Figure 3.20- Mesh design [20] 
 
Figure 3.20 shows the mesh design where endpoint nodes perform as a relay point for the 
other end point nodes. Here we see that only one base station is enough for serving many 
nodes since traffic is carrying through the neighboring end points which acts as a mini base 
station 
 
Benefits of mesh network 
 

Mesh network is good for a geographic area where due to the obstacles like large building 
or hills, sender can’t communicate with the base station. Since mesh network has many nodes 
throughout the area, sender can choose alternative path to reach the destination. 
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Mesh network is adaptive to the network changes. If we remove a node from the existing 
network or if the node changes its position, mesh network configure itself and adapt to the 
current position of the network. 
 

Mesh network is good for rural or sparsely populated area where mesh node can be 
perform as a mini base station, which greatly reduce the operational cost. 
 

Mesh network can balance the load of the network and provide greater redundancy. If a 
sender wants to send large amount of data, it can avoid the congested path and choose the 
alternative path to transmit the data. 
 

3.5 Quality of Service 
WiMAX technology has a powerful QoS feature which ensures better quality of interactive 
and real time audio and video services. WiMAX protocol gives the option to the service 
provider to maintain QoS. Provider can give priority to a particular data or dedicated 
bandwidths for real time traffic while properly maintain the normal data on the other line. 

3.5.1 WiMAX QoS architecture 
802.16 standards define five QoS application and service classes. WiMAX system should 
maintain these five classes for getting the certificate from WiMAX Forum. 
 

Figure 3.21- WiMAX QoS application classes [21] 
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Figure 3.21 shows the different application classes and its bandwidth, latency and jitter 
requirements. WiMAX can support this five application classes at the same time. Here we 
observe that VOIP and Interactive gaming require fast response time (Latency), on the other 
hand Streaming media and web browsing require moderate bandwidth with lower jitter and 
the Media content downloader require highest bandwidth which is 10 Mbit/s. 
 
Scheduling algorithm maps radio resources to the service classes. So according to the service 
class, users are scheduled and appropriate burst is produced. The five service classes are as 
follows: 
 

• Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS): It provides constant bit rate (CBR) as VOIP does. 
• Real time polling service (rtPS): It provides real time variable bit rate (VBR) like 

teleconference or MPEG video. 
• Non real time polling service (nrtPS): It provides non-real time services like 

bandwidth indifferent file transfer that need better QoS. 
• Best effort services (BE): It provides best effort data like HTTP traffic. BE traffic 

don’t required guaranteed QoS. 
• Enhance real-time polling service (ertPS): It is designed to support real time services 

with variable bit rate like VOIP. 
 

Figure 3.22- WiMAX QoS architecture [22] 
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Figure 3.22 shows the basic mechanism of QoS in WiMAX technology. Here each new 
connection is checked by the connection admission control (CAC) of base station for ensuring 
QoS. If CAC accept the new connection, it assigns a connection identifier (CID) for this new 
connection and this connection can generate packets. Traffic policing process these packets 
for the best fit QoS, sort these packets according to the CID and send it to the packet queues. 
After that, scheduler in the subscriber station fetches these packets from the queues and 
transmits these packets to the network in a particular time slot granted by the base station for 
the subscriber station. 
 

3.6 WiMAX Security 
 

IEEE 802.16 standard clearly describes the security issues for fixed and mobile WiMAX 
network. It also shows how to secure the physical and MAC layer. In this security 
mechanism, security sublayer is responsible for authentication and encryption processes and 
privacy and key management protocol (PKM) is responsible for user privacy from theft of 
services. This security sublayer use authenticated key management protocol where BS is 
responsible for distributing keying data to the SS. On the whole, WiMAX security 
architecture deals with all of the basic wireless security requirements like authentication, 
authorization, access control, data integrity and privacy. 
 

3.6.1 Threats in Physical layer 
 

Physical layer is vulnerable to jamming and scrambling attack. Jamming could be 
malicious or accidental where strong noise drastically reduces the signal capacity. It is easy to 
discover jamming by spectrum monitoring tools and taking proper steps can solve this 
problem. Usually increasing the signal power or bandwidth can resist the jamming. On the 
other hand scrambling is also use noise to reduce the signal strength or effective bandwidth 
but it execute for a short period of time on a particular frame or the segment of the frame. 
Scrambling create disturbance on the normal operation of the system and affect the time 
sensitive messages. Scrambling is comparably tough for the attackers because they should 
transmit noise during the time interval of control information. 

 

3.6.2 Security Association 
 

Security Association (SA) is a collection of security information for ensuring secured 
communication between the base station (BS) and subscriber station (SS) in WiMAX 
network. 
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Security association is divided into two types, data SA and authorization SA. Data SA is 
again divided into three types; primary, static and dynamic. Primary SA is set up by the BS 
while initializing the network. Base station supply the static SA and dynamic SA is used 
during the service flow. 
 

Table 3.3 [23] 

Table 3.3 shows the data SA contents. Here SA identifier (SAID) is used for recognizing the 
data SA. Encryption cipher indicates encryption method. For encrypt data transmission 
between BS and SS, traffic encryption keys (TEKs) are employed. Data SA types determine 
the types of the security association. 
 
Base station uses the authorization SA for configuring the data SA subscriber station. 
 
Table 3.4 [23] 

Table 3.4 shows the components of authorization SA where X.509 certificate permits the base 
station for recognizing the subscriber station. The 160-bit authorization key (AK) enables the 
BS and SS to authenticate one another and HMAC is used for message authentication.  
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Figure 3.23- Security model based on security associations [24] 
 
Figure 3.23 shows the relations among the components of the Security Association. Here 
rectangular boxes represent entities and the line represents the set of numbers at the 
termination point. Preexisting and dynamically assigned elements are shown in the solid and 
dashed line respectively. 
 
Security model contains three sorts of security associations (SAs), primary SAs, static SAs, 
and dynamic SAs. Each security association containing initialization vector, traffic encryption 
keys (TEKs), cryptographic algorithm identifier and security association identifier (SAID). 
Each MS has only one primary SA which is established at the initialization stage of MS. BS 
created the static SAs and dynamically created dynamic SAs during the traffic flow start and 
termination. 
 
Security model also contains other core security entities like hash message authentication 
code (HMAC), key encryption key (KEK), authorization key (AK) and the X.509 certificates. 
X.509 certificates contains public key (PK) which is used by the MS for authentication with 
the BS. 
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The AK which has a sequence number from 0 to 15 is used by the MS to determine the KEK 
and HMAC key. 
 

3.6.3 WiMAX encryption method 
 

Encryption is a process to depend data confidentiality between the transmitter and the 
receiver. Encryption process takes a block of data, called plain text and executes inverted 
mathematical operation with another block of data or stream, called encryption key which 
produces cipher text. This cipher text is incoherent and eavesdropper can’t understand the 
actual text. Receiver decrypts the plain text from cipher text by using the decryption key. This 
could be the same as encryption key or the different key. If both transmitter and receiver use 
the same key, it is called symmetric key. If they use different key, it is called asymmetric key. 
WiMAX uses symmetric key algorithm AES for its encryption method. 
 

Advance Encryption Standard (AES) is a very good encryption method comparable to 
data encryption standard (DES). AES have strong encryption properties. It is very fast for 
both hardware and software implementation and suitable for limited-resource platform. Its 
computational efficiency is much better than the other similar encryption technology. 
 

IEEE 802.16 standard WiMAX uses 128 bit block size with an arrangement of 4×4 matrix, 
called state. The following psedocode shows the ciphering process of AES algorithm. 
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Figure 3.24- AES ciphering algorithm [25] 
 
This coding process takes 128 bit data block and performs series of arithmetic and logical 
operation. The ciphering process is doing sub bytes, shift rows, mix columns and add round 
key operation. SubBytes ( ) performs a non linear transformation and replace one set of bits 
by another. ShiftRows ( ) shifting the bytes in the row to the left which is continues until the 
final row met. In the MixColumns ( ) transformation, each column which is process as a four 
term polynomial is multiplied by a fixed polynomial and finally the AddRoundKey ( ) 
perform a bitwise XOR operation between the each column of the state matrix and the 
respective key. 
 

3.5.4 Authentication and Access Control in WiMAX network 
 

Public key management protocol (PKM) is responsible for key management, 
authentication and re authentication. This protocol supports mutual as well as unilateral 
authentication. In the mutual authentication, both BS and SS authenticate each other. On the 
other hand unilateral authentication is happen only one side. This PKM protocol assists 
Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) for its authentication process. In WiMAX network, 
EAP operates from mobile station to the base station. 
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Figure 3.25- Mutual authentication process [26] 
 
Figure 3.25 shows the basic mutual authentication between user A and user B. Here we see 
that user A sends its information to user B by encrypting it with B’s public key. User B replies 
with A’s and B’s random number as well as the session key by encrypting the whole 
information with A’s public key. A then reply back by encrypting the B’s random number 
with session key and after that both the user starts data transmission. 
 

Access control mechanism ensures that only permitted user access the network. 
 

Figure 3.26- Access control mechanism [26] 
 
Figure 3.26 shows the basic access control mechanism which has three parts. First part is 
users those want to access the network. Second part is authenticator. It could be a router or 
network access server (NAS) and finally the authentication server like Remote Authentication 
Dial-In user services (RADIUS). RADIUS server not only supports the authentication but also 
authorization and accounting. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Cellular and other similar broadband 
wireless technology 

 
Cellular networks are radio communication networks which is divided into a number of cells. 
Each cell is served by a fixed transceiver, known as base station. Cells can reuse the same 
frequency which guarantees the efficient use of radio resources. During the course of time, it 
improves the capacity of voice and data communication and now advances of the cellular 
technology facilitates mobility and offer high speed broadband wireless services. 
 
On the other hand, Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) is another broadband wireless technology which 
has got much acceptance and is widely used throughout the world.  
 
In this chapter, we will shortly describe the cellular technology especially the 3G and the Wi-
Fi networks. 

 
4.1 How cellular network works 
 

Five different sections jointly build the cellular networks where Mobile switching center 
(MSC) is the heart of the network which connects calls and exchange voice data. It also 
provides authentication and registration support. The other section is mobile station (MS) 
which is a device like mobile phone or the user equipment that communicates in the mobile 
network. Another part is Base Station Transceiver (BST) which is a radio communication 
device that can transmit and receive radio signal over the cellular network. Base station 
controller (BSC) stands middle between the MSC and BST which controls communication 
between these two sections. BSC and BST often collectively called Base station Subsystem 
(BSS). Finally public switched telephone network (PSTN) is a fixed or mobile telephone 
system that carries analog voice or data. 
 

Following figure shows the relations among the entities of the cellular network. For the 
best use of radio resources, network coverage area is divided into cells and non adjacent cells 
use the same radio frequency. Each cell is served by a BST which maintains data 
communication with a mobile station. BSC has a microwave frequency connection to a group 
of BST which in turn connected to a MSC. MSC has the connection to a PSTN which switch 
the call to the user equipment. 
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Figure 4.1- Cellular system [27] 
 

For making a call, mobile station sends a connection request signal to its nearest base 
station through reverse control channel (RCC). Base station transmits this call request with 
called number to the MSC. MSC legalize this connection and connect it to the called party 
through the PSTN. 
 

On the other side, mobile station continuously scans the paging signal from the base 
station. When MSC get connection request, it broadcast the message that contains called 
number to all the base station under its rule. Base station then broadcast the message through 
forward control channel (FCC). The called mobile station receives the message and 
acknowledges the page to the base station. 
 

4.2 Evolution to the path of high speed data capacity 
 

Cellular networks have passed a long way and continuously improving for the need of 
high speed wireless data services. It begins its journey from the first generation analog mobile 
system which offers 10 kbps data through its 832 channels. It used frequency modulation as a 
transmission technique. Then came second generation mobile system which uses Time 
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) digital 
multiplexing technology for its data transmission. Though 2G system supports multiple users, 
improve MSC design and introduce handoff mechanism, but it does not improve the data 
capacity so much. It was the 2.5G which introduce new features of cellular technology. These 
revolutionary features are describes below. 
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High speed circuit switched data (HSCSD): HSCSD is an improvement of GSM mobile 
phone system that offers data rates up to 38.4 Kbit/s which is four times faster than the 
original GSM system. This technology use circuit switched data and permit different error 
correction method during the data transmission. It also offer multiple time slots 
simultaneously that improve the data capacity. 
 
General Packet Radio Services (GPRS): GPRS improved the data capacity which offers 
data rates up to 114 Kbps. It is based on TDMA and frequency division duplex (FDD). The 
advantage of GPRS system is that, it ensures specific quality of service (QoS) during the 
connection setup for its advancement of packet switched data services. Another advantage of 
GPRS is that, it supports Internet Protocol (IP) and takes less time for ISP connectivity. 
 
Enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE): It is also use packet based data 
transmission but by using sophisticated coding method, it improves data rate three times 
better than the GPRS. Theoretically it can achieve 384 Kbps. This high data rate is useful for 
high speed video and multimedia communication. First version of EDGE use 8PSK encoding 
method but adopting complex encoding method and reducing the latency can improve the data 
rate up to 1 Mbps. Software and hardware implementation of EDGE in GSM network is very 
easy. Only a small modification in the base station is required. Both EDGE and GSM has 
same logical channel, carrier bandwidth and frame structure. Because of its high speed data 
rate and technological advances, EDGE is sometimes considered as a 3G technology. 

 
4.3 3G cellular system 
 

Third generation (3G) is a high speed broadband data transmission technique. 3G indicate 
speed and is expected to transmit data at a rate of 384 Kbps. 3G can operate at the same 
spectrum within the existing telecom network. Proposed 3G standard consist of two 
technology, Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) and code division multiple access 
(CDMA):CDMA2000. 
 

WCDMA is compatible with 2G GSM network. It uses the bandwidth between 5 MHz 
and 10 MHz.  This is suitable for achieving high speed data rate of 384 Kbps. Even in good 
condition it could achieve 2 Mbps data rate. By using multipath transmission this bandwidth 
improved performance of the system. Another attribute of WCDMA is its fast power control 
which is useful to vary bit rate. 
 

CDMA2000 is compatible with IS95 network. It uses ANSI-41 synchronous core 
network that can improve system efficiency. It also supports multichannel operation. It can 
support existing IS95 frequency spectrum or can adapt to the new spectrum. 
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4.3.1 3G network architecture 
 
3G networks consist of two parts, core networks and Radio Access networks (RAN) as shown 
in figure 4.2. Core network composed of packet switched domain and circuit switched 
domain. Packet switched domain has Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) which is 
responsible for delivering data to and from the mobile stations and Gateway GPRS Support 
Node (GGSN) which is maintaining access control and service change. On the other hand 
RAN executes radio access technology and stands between the core network and mobile 
station. RAN network consist of Radio network controllers (RNC) and new network element 
node B. RNC is comparable to the BSC and node B is BST in the 2G cellular network. RNC 
is responsible for packet switched and circuit switched connection support, handover control 
and radio resource management. Iub, Iur and Iu interfaces provide connection among the 
components of the RAN and between the RAN and the core networks. These three interfaces 
are based on the ATM layers 2 technology. Iu interface is separated into two parts, packet 
switched and circuit switched network. By using the AAL2 technology, this Iu interface 
inserted the voice traffic into the virtual circuit. For data traffic, this Iu interface uses AAL5 
technology based on IP over ATM. Voice traffic then switched on the 3G MSC and data 
traffic on the 3G SGSN. 
 
Following figure shows the architecture of the 3G network. 
 

Figure 4.2- 3G network architecture [28] 
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4.3.2 3G modulation and spreading techniques 
 

Although different 3G standard proposed different modulation techniques but UMTS 
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) which is commonly referred to a 3G technology 
uses QPSK modulation techniques. This modulation chip rate is close to CDMA2000 which is 
3.84 Mcps. Each QPSK symbol carries 2 data bit, so 3.84 Mcps could carries 2×3.84=7.64 
Mbps. 
 

There is several proposed technology for spreading the information signal like direct 
sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA), Frequency-Hopping CDMA, Time-Hopping CDMA and 
Multicarrier CDMA, but 3G technology use DS-CDMA for spreading the signal. 
 

DS-CDMA directly multiplexed the original signal by using faster rate spreading code as 
shown in figure 4.3. The signal is then modulated. Receiver uses the same code for 
dispreading the signal. 
 

Figure 4.3- DS-CDMA principle [29] 
 
4.4 Wi-Fi Technology 
 

Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) is a wireless technology which provides internet connectivity 
or connectivity among the users. In 1997 IEEE provide a set of specification and standards for 
Wi-Fi which is under the title 802.11 that explains the structure of the comparatively short 
range radio signal for Wi-Fi service. After that several specifications came and most 
commonly used specifications today are 802.11b, 802.11g and 802.11a. Out of these three, 
802.11a can provide higher speeds within the various radio frequencies. IEEE is now working 
for a new standard 802.11n which is more reliable, secure and faster than the other standard. 
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Originally Wi-Fi was created for wireless extension for the wired LAN. That’s why the 
distance between the Wi-Fi access point and user equipment is limited to around 100 feet 
indoor and up to 300 feet outdoors. So if a user moves its computer to a new location, h/she 
should find a new access point for continuing the communication.  
 

Due to the cheap availability of the equipment and its maintenance and servicing cost, Wi-
Fi is widely accepted throughout the world and it is widely used in a restaurants, hotels, 
airports and school campuses. It is also work well in the auditoriums, meeting rooms and 
small businesses. Internet service providers also use it for individual home connectivity and 
connectivity to the commercial complexes. 
 

4.4.1 Wi-Fi services 
 

Wi-Fi standard 802.11b, 802.11g and 802.11n operate in a 2.4 GHz unlicensed frequency 
band. It’s another standard 802.11 a uses 5.3 GHz band for transmitting the data. This signal 
strength can provide the service from 40-100 meter which can cover the entire house and 
reducing the data rate further increase the coverage area. Moreover installing additional 
access point (AP) and increasing the output power level greatly improved the coverage area. 
 
Table 4.1 Wi-Fi characteristics [30] 

Table 4.1 shows the typical characteristics of different Wi-Fi bands. Users get the typical data 
speed instead of maximum data speed due to the handshaking and nondata or overhead which 
is attached to the original data. 
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4.4.2 Technical overview of Wi-Fi 
 
In Wi-Fi network, Computers with Wi-Fi functionality translates data into electromagnetic 
signal and transmit it through the antenna. Wireless router gets this signal and decodes it. It 
then sends the data to the internet by using a physical Ethernet connection. On the other hand, 
if the router gets some data from the internet, it transforms the data into a radio signal and 
transmits into the air. Wireless adapter in the computer capture this radio signal and transform 
it to the appropriate data. 
 

Figure 4.4- Wi-Fi Access point and wireless adapter [31] 
 
Figure 4.4 shows the wireless router and the wireless adapter. It is easy to build the Wi-Fi 
network. Wi-Fi enabled computer automatically detect the Wi-Fi hotspots and it is a single 
click away to connect to the publicly accessible Wi-Fi network. 
 

4.4.3 Wi-Fi Physical layer 
 

Wi-Fi 802.11 standard specifies data rate of 1 and 2 Mbps by means of radio frequency 
applying Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) or Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum 
(DSSS). DSSS provide larger coverage area, strong modulation techniques and half of 
transmitted output power compare to the FHSS. But FHSS provide more graceful degradation 
during connection. It can also work in a poor channel condition and at the presence of 
interference. Due to its characteristics of larger coverage area, DSSS reduce the infrastructure 
cost because fewer access points are required for a larger area. 
 

During the transmission of 802.11 networks, transmitting station adds 144 bit preamble 
to each packet where receiver uses 128 bits for synchronization with the transmitter and a start 
of frame field which is a 16 bit long. 48 bits header field follows after this which contains  
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information about the length of the data, its transfer speed and the error checking sequence, 
since this header control physical communication link, it is called PHY preamble. 
 

It is not possible to get the actual data transfer speed because preamble and other 
overhead reduce it. Usually we can expect 85 percent of the actual speed. Modern Wi-Fi 
network increases the speed by reducing the preamble size to 72 bits which works similar to 
the 144 bit preamble. Networks take 96 milliseconds for handling the short preamble compare 
to the 192 milliseconds for the long preamble. This advantage is effective for the VOIP 
communication and real time audio and video transmission. 
 

4.4.4 Wi-Fi MAC layer 
 

Mac layer controls the traffic in the radio network. MAC layer has two schemes. 
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point Coordination Function (PCF). DCF 
follows asynchronous transport mode where all users has the equal chance of network 
accessing. On the other hand PCF use polling scheme which is controlled by the access point. 
PCF uses carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA-CD) for maintaining 
collision free environment but it has hear/far problem and works after collision occur. That’s 
why 802.11 uses carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA-CA) for 
preventing data conflicts. 
 

If multiple users transmit data at the same time, there will be collision. CSMA-CA 
maintains the collision free environment. If a node wants to transmit a packet, it first checks 
whether the channel is clear. If the channel is free it sends the packet otherwise it waits for a 
random period of time and count until zero. When the counting reaches zero, it checks again 
the channel. If it still senses the busy channel, it sets again the backoff time, otherwise it 
transmit the packet. If the receiver receives the intact packet it sends the acknowledgement to 
the sender. 
 

MAC layer is responsible for authentication process and sets some choice for the 
network adapter. Network can support two power modes, power save polling mode and 
continuous aware mode. In power save polling mode, device is inactive for most of the time 
and awake periodically for receiving new message. This technique is useful for saving battery 
life of the devices. On the other hand radio receiver is always on in the continuous aware 
mode which consumes more power. 
 

4.4.5 Reducing channel interference in Wi-Fi network 
 

Channel indicates how much frequency a particular network uses. Wi-Fi network has 14 
channels ranging from 1 to 14. Different country uses different channel number but two same 
channels uses exactly the same frequency. For example channel 9 in United States and 
channel 9 in China uses the same frequency. It is legal to use channel 10 and 11 almost all  
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over the world. Each of these channels uses 22 MHz center frequency that’s why it is very 
much obvious that neighboring frequency will interfere with each other. 
 

If somebody is using Channel 2 and his neighbor using channel 3 or 1, both signals 
will collide each other which deteriote the signal strength. The best way to prevent this is to 
choose different channel. One good combination could be Channel 2, 7 and 12. Regulatory 
commission also set the transmitted power limit and antenna gain for the Wi-Fi device which 
further reduces the interference. 
 

4.4.6 Wi-Fi Security 
 

Security is an important issue in wireless network. Since Wi-Fi is a wireless 
technology, it is also vulnerable to security threats. Anybody with a wireless adapter can 
access the network within the coverage area. 
 

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) was used previously for securing the wireless access 
network, but it has many vulnerabilities and currently Wi-Fi network use different technology 
for its security. 
 

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA): WPA is an improved and interoperable security 
mechanism which addressed all known vulnerabilities of the WEP protocol. It adds user 
authentication and increases the level of encryption which ensures that user’s data is protected 
and only authorized users are accessing the network. For encrypting the data WPA uses 
temporal key integrity protocol (TKIP). 
 

Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2): WPA2 is an updated version of WPA which ensures 
higher level of security. It uses Advance Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm for encrypting 
the data. National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) defines two versions of 
WPA2, WPA2 enterprise and WPA2 personal. In WPA2 enterprise, server verifies the 
network users and WPA2 personal is protected by assigning a password. 
 

Extensible Authentication protocol (Extended EAP): This technology further improves 
the WPA and WPA2. It also ensures higher degree of interoperability between the enterprise 
and personal user. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Comparison among the Technology 
 

Wi-Fi is a popular wireless technology due to its open standard, good speed and ability to 
handle interference but its biggest disadvantage is its coverage area. Usually it serve signal up 
to 100 meter indoor and 300 meter outdoor. On the other hand Cellular technology like 3G 
and 4G can cover larger area but this technology needs to change the existing infrastructure 
which increases the uses cost. Moreover its license fee also huge. But WiMAX resolve most 
of the problems of these two technologies. It has large coverage area which is theoretically 31 
mile and it can offer very high bandwidth with affordable cost. It also provide flexibility to 
the operator where to meet the increasing demand of the users, operator don’t need to change 
the infrastructure because WiMAX can interoperate among various network types. Further it 
offers great quality of service for various types of application like delay sensitive real time 
VOIP services, real time streaming video and non real time application. Moreover WiMAX 
can be integrated with the 3G mobile and wire line network which offer opportunity for 
broadband access to anywhere at any time. In this chapter, we will compare the technologies, 
especially WiMAX, Cellular and Wi-Fi. 

 
5.1 WiMAX verses Cellular technology 3G 
 

WiMAX throughput capabilities depend on selectable channel bandwidth between 1.25 
MHz to 20 MHz which is very much effective for the flexible deployment of WiMAX 
network. On the other hand 3G system uses fixed channel bandwidth. WiMAX uses OFDM 
as a modulation technique which is suitable for very high peak rate but 3G systems uses 
CDMA where achieving very high data rate is more difficult. 
 

WiMAX offer higher spectral efficiency than the 3G system. Its multiple antenna 
technique raises the spectral efficiency. Its OFDM based physical layer is more tractable in 
MIMO implementation. Compare to the CDMA based 3G system where achieving higher 
gain arise complexity. It is also improve the capacity by taking the advantage of multi user 
diversity and frequency diversity. WiMAX system has the ability to support more symmetric 
links which is useful for dynamically adjust the downlink to uplink ration. It is also useful for 
the fixed application. 
 

WiMAX is a better technology for multimedia application than the 3G. Its MAC layer is 
designed to support various types of traffic. Its strong quality of service mechanism is useful 
for real time and non real time data, best effort and priority based data. 
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An important advantage of WiMAX is its light-weight IP architecture. Using one IP 
architecture make it easier for WiMAX core network, on the other hand 3G technology use 
different core network for voice and data which increases the operating cost. Moreover 
WiMAX can serve greater number of users with optimum performance which reduces the cost 
and improved the operational efficiencies. 
 

Though WiMAX added mobility functionalities but it is not proves yet how much mobility 
it can support. On the other hand 3G technologies have inherent functionally for supporting 
roaming and mobility. 
 

Figure 5.1- Technology range [32] 
 
Figure 5.1 shows the ranges of different technology. Here we see that 3G cover the greatest 
distance and WiMAX sits in the middle. 
 

5.2 WiMAX vs. Wi-Fi 
 

WiMAX and Wi-Fi both are wireless broadband technology but Wi-Fi signal has a very 
limited range. So if a user’s move from one place to another, H/She must find the hotspot or 
access point and set up a new connection. On the other hand, WiMAX cover metropolitan size 
areas so there is no need of hotspot. 
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Wi-Fi networks are good and each new version brings some advantages but it is using 2.4 
GHz ISM band which is subject to interference, verses WiMAX, which uses license spectrum 
from the operator is free from interference. 
 

Wi-Fi network power level is lower. On the other hand WiMAX power level is one to two 
orders of magnitude greater than Wi-Fi. This advantage allows WiMAX system to cover far 
greater distances. 
 

For covering larger area, Wi-Fi should setup lots of Access point which increases the 
cost, On the other hand WiMAX sectorized antenna can be placed in the existing cell phone 
tower which reduces the cost. Further, by using array of tower, wider coverage area of many 
many miles can be achieved.  
 

WiMAX can tolerate extended multipath signal delays which are up to 10 microseconds 
verses Wi-Fi which can tolerate just 0.5 microseconds.  
 

Figure 5.2-  WiMAX vs. Wi-Fi coverage area [33] 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the typical distances covered by the WiMAX and Wi-Fi network.  Wi-Fi is 
suitable for small home or office environment whereas WiMAX can cover many miles and 
filling the gap between the Wi-Fi hotspots. In this sense Wi-Fi and WiMAX is not a 
competitor rather a friendly technology. 
 

5.3 Strength and Weaknesses of WiMAX, Cellular and Wi-
Fi technology 
 

In terms of cost, performance, technological characteristics and reliability, WiMAX, 
Cellular networks and Wi-Fi shows some strength and weaknesses which are listed below. 
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Strength and Weaknesses of WiMAX are as follows: 
 
Strength of WiMAX 

- From the ground level, WiMAX follows to maintain standard which will increase 
production volume that will eventually decreases the equipment cost. 

- Maintain standardized equipment will inspire competition, so users can buy the 
equipment from many sources. 

- Due to the standardized and certified equipment, it will be very easy to deploy 
WiMAX product. 

- WiMAX has a large coverage area of 31 mile theoretical limit. 
- Single WiMAX base station can serve thousands of users. 

 
Weaknesses of WiMAX 

- High quality spectrum is tough to get. 
- Long range connectivity only possible with high quality external antenna. 
- Feeding base station and wireless network require additional backhaul.  

 
Strength and Weaknesses of Cellular technology are as follows: 
 
Strength of Cellular technology 

- It can cover larger distances. 
- Cellular technology is easy to install. 
- Cellular technology has low system complexity that eases the maintenance of network. 
 

Weaknesses of Cellular technology 
- License fee is very high. 
- Limited bandwidth and cellular fraud. 
- Compare to the other technology its operating cost is huge. 

 

Strength and Weaknesses of Wi-Fi are as follows: 
 
Strength of Wi-Fi 

- Convenient wireless connectivity in private and public places. 
- Standardized solution provides interoperability. 
- Two comparable devices can communicate directly without the access point. 
- Very much flexible to install and maintenance. 
- Modular configuration is scalable for the changing density requirement. 

 
Weaknesses of Wi-Fi 

- The biggest problem of Wi-Fi network is its security. 
- Small number of chip production increases the production cost. 
- Short range. 
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Table 5.1 Comparison among the broadband wireless technology [34] 
 

Table 5.1 shows the technical differences among the fixed WiMAX, mobile WiMAX, Wi-Fi 
and 3G technology. Here we observe that WiMAX offer better peak uplink and downlink data 
rate than the 3G technology. WiMAX throughput capability depends on the selectable channel 
bandwidth whereas 3G has a fixed channel bandwidth. Due to the OFDM modulation 
techniques used by the WiMAX and Wi-Fi, both the technology achieved higher peak rate, on 
the other hand 3G technology uses CDMA modulation techniques where spreading very high 
bit rate is comparably difficult. 
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WiMAX multiple antenna techniques boost it to achieve higher spectral efficiency compare to 
the other similar technology. When considering the mobility 3G technology shows the higher 
capability where WiMAX is medium and Wi-Fi has the low capability. 
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Conclusion 
 
During the last few years, broadband wireless technology growth significantly which results 
the emergence of WiMAX. It can be used to deliver variety of services and applications. IEEE 
802.16 standard WiMAX has different versions from 802.16a to 802.16h where each new 
versions has come with new features and solve some difficulties and restrictions of the 
previous version, like IEEE 802.16e was developed to support the mobile environment. The 
frequency range also different in different version like IEEE 802.16a and IEEE 802.16d uses 
the frequency range 2-11 GHz whereas IEEE 802.16e upgrade to 10-66 GHz which is suitable 
for LOS transmission. These three versions 802.16a, 802.16c and 802.15d are combined in 
2004 which is called IEEE 802.16-2004. This combination improved the characteristics of 
WiMAX which supports both TDD and FDD. This is suitable for single carrier and 
multicarrier operation. The other features of WiMAX include strong quality of service, robust 
security, scalability, mobility support, high data rate and flexible architecture. 
 
WiMAX has a very robust and flexible air interface. Its physical layer is based on OFDM 
modulation technology. OFDM uses cyclic prefix and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform which 
is very much effective for overcoming multipath distortion and intersymbol interference. 
IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard (Mobile WiMAX) uses OFDMA modulation techniques. 
OFDMA offer multiple entries in one channel at a time whereas OFDM allow just one user at 
the same channel. By using adaptive modulation, multiuser diversity and subchannelization, 
OFDMA offer better performance. The other feature of WiMAX PHY layer is its multiple 
antenna support which is used for special multiplexing, beam forming and diversity. Another 
important feature of WiMAX PHY layer is its powerful error correcting coding. 
 
WiMAX MAC layer architecture supports various types of QoS requirements. Based on the 
QoS needs, it can handle the data packets differently. Another WiMAX MAC layer advantage 
is its power saving operation. Its sleep mode and idle mode operation saves the battery power. 
Moreover, like the cellular network, it supports full mobility which can be switched off in 
fixed application. It is also responsible for PDU construction, ARQ and its powerful 
authentication and encryption scheme provides some sort of security to the user data. 
 
WiMAX network architecture supports all usage models (fixed, mobile & nomadic). It is also 
support high capacity real time and non real time voice, data and multimedia services while 
maintaining the appropriate QoS. Moreover it supports idle mode operation and paging for the 
mobile station. Its network reference model support interoperability. 
 
WiMAX has very powerful security architecture. It uses Advance Encryption Standard (AES) 
for its encryption mechanism which is very fast and efficient computational capability for 
both hardware and software operation. It is also designed to serve properly the authentication 
and access control mechanism. 
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IEEE 802.11 standard which is informally name as wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) is another choice 
of broadband wireless technology. Due to its scalability, usefulness and inexpensiveness, the 
last few years Wi-Fi has growth rapidly from home to office, from coffee shop to airport.  
 

Theoretically Wi-Fi support 11 Mbps data rate but in real world it has the data capability of 4 
Mbps or little less than this. The most notable disadvantage of Wi-Fi is its range. It runs with 
2.4 GHz spectrum which has less power that means less signal strength. Less signal strength 
indicates less coverage area which is 30 meter indoor and 100 meter outdoor for the Wi-Fi 
standard 802.11b. Another disadvantage of Wi-Fi is its security. It uses wired equivalent 
privacy (WEP) which is vulnerable to security threat. New version of Wi-Fi is trying to solve 
this issue which results Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) and Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 
(WPA2) improved security mechanism.  
 
The data capability of third generation (3G) wireless standard was began from the invention 
of 2.5G standard. 2.5G is based on the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), Enhanced Data 
rate for Global Communication and High Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD) 
technologies. HSCSD is a circuit switched technology which enhances the data rate up to 57.6 
kbps. GPRS is a packet based technology which can work parallel with the 2G GSM and 
TDMA systems. GPRS uses 200 KHz frequency band which enable it to achieve 115 kbps 
data rate. EDGE technology enhances the throughput where by using eight time slot of radio 
interface, 384 kbps data rate can be achieved. 
 
3G technology has the ability to binding together the GSM, CDMA and TDM A. Its two 
proposed air interface are CDMA2000 and wideband CDMA. 3G technologies use QPSK 
modulation techniques and for spreading the signal it used direct sequence CDMA (DS-
CDMA) technology. By using the ATM technology, 3G can offer both packet-switched and 
circuit-switched services. 
 
By comparing the WiMAX, Wi-Fi and 3G technology, we observe that WiMAX offers better 
services than the Wi-Fi and 3G. WiMAX network can be a good choice to fill up the gap 
between the Wi-Fi hotspots. It also resolves some of the technical difficulties of Cellular 
network. Moreover it is highly flexible and spectrally efficient. It also offers both LOS and 
NLOS data transmission, extensible security mechanism and broad bandwidth. It is not far 
away where everybody will be able to access the high speed internet connectivity at any time 
at any place like the mobile phone we use today. 
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